Woodturners Unlimited is a new website that grew out of the now defunct Woodturners America in
an attempt to maintain friendships formed there and carry on with the magazine style format that
made that site unique. It was a site about woodturners for woodturners and WTU intends to carry
that vision forward and expand upon it in an attempt to reach woodturners worldwide. Woodturners
are unique in that they are a giving community willing to share their knowledge and passion. It is our
goal to encourage that interaction and provide a platform where it can take place. We, of course,
encourage sharing of knowledge but also encourage sharing stories of our lives and try to foster the
sort of interactions that unite us and create long lasting friendships.
We are new and growing but already have a number of features to offer our members:
Forums: We have a number of forums where our members can discuss a variety of topics.
Uploading photos is user friendly and viewing of photos within the forums is made easier through
use of the HighSlide, which is an integrated slideshow program.
Turning of the Week, front page:
Once a week a turning is selected
for front page cover honors. The
viewer can click on the photo and go
to the original thread in the forum for
information and commentary.
Behind the Art, front page: Once a
month we publish an interview with
one of our members. We often can
identify a person by what they turn
but usually little is known about their
private life and what motivates them.
The interview allows us to get to
know that person and what
influences them.
Critique Team, front page: One of our most exciting features is our critique team, currently
consisting of members Terry Scott, Keith Burns, and John Keeton, who provide a formal critique
on submitted works. The goal of the Critique Team is to provide guidance to not only the
participants that submit work for critique, but also to provide a learning experience for all our
viewers. This is a unique approach and something that, to the best of our knowledge, is not offered
anywhere else on the web.
Articles, front page: We publish member written articles that share everything from turning tutorials
and tools to trees and human interest stories. We believe that diversified material (ie, not all about

turning, tutorials or tools), offers something for
every viewer.
Photo Gallery: Very soon we will add a photo
gallery capability to our site. Testing is just
about complete and our members will be able to
create their own photo albums to allow the
public to see some of their work.
Swaps & Challenges: Periodically there will be
swaps and challenges set up for member
participation. These were highly successful on
WTA and we plan to continue the practice.
Mobile: With technology the way it is these
days, a large portion of our members and
viewers are mobile. We are doing our best to
insure all our platforms work well with their
devices.

We are woodturners. We invite you to come visit
our site. www.woodturnersunlimited.com

